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Business Plan: E-Inclusion.

STAGE 1: IDEA
We are going to found a computer education company. Our courses will focus on
issues related to new technologies: computers, smartphones, tablets, etc.
The main target market would be adults with a lack of experience in new technologies
as well as students. They would be taught in modern classrooms with a projector and
advanced technologies.
The possibility exists to improve skills in areas such as surfing/using/accessing the
Internet, use of different devices and building confidence with word processing.
Accordingly, our courses will be designed in order to avoid the digital gap. It’s in that
sense that we want to promote an “e-e2: easy going e-atmosphere.
Also, the user will improve their knowledge and skills to solve the issues more
intuitively without having to memorize the most effective way.
We are going to provide a “learning by doing” environment in order to facilitate the
educational process. At the same time, each student will have a personal tutor who
will support them through the process.
In summary, we are going to develop an easy “hands on” methodology to promote eusers expertise, to do so we will customize the help with our users to improve their
adaptation to ICT (Information and Communications Technology).
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STAGE 2: SWOT
In this stage we are going to develop a SWOT analysis, “setting the objective should be
done after the SWOT analysis has been performed. This would allow achievable goals or
objectives to be set for the organization.


Strengths: characteristics of the business or project that give it an advantage over
others



Weaknesses: characteristics that place the team at a disadvantage relative to others



Opportunities: elements that the project could exploit to its advantage



Threats: elements in the environment that could cause trouble for the business or
project”.

(ex. from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SWOT_analysis, viewed on 29/11/13)

Figure 1: SWOT Analysis.

Strengths
- Experts in the field.
-Not much initial competition.
- Benefits society by narrowing the digital
gap.
-Develops peoples´ skills.
- Strong conviction in idea.

Weaknesses
- Low budget.
- Lack of equipment.
- Difficulties with bureaucracy with
legislation/ the government.
- Difficulty in finding funding.

Opportunities
-High interest of users in ICT.
-Potential future increase in demand for
skilled users in ICT
- Improve confidence.
-Market development.
-It helps people to integrate with society.

Threats
- Initial uncertainty of uptake/demand.
-Risk of potential competition in the
future.

Source: Own resource.
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STRENGHTS
Experts in the field: We have studied in the field.
Not much initial competition: Currently there aren’t similar businesses.
Benefits society by narrowing the digital gap: It is possible to help people who are
unfamiliar with new technologies.
Develops peoples´ skills: The users can progress in the courses.
Strong conviction in idea: We have confidence that our business will succeed.

WEAKNESSES
Low budget: We have a lack of financial resources.
Lack of equipment: We have to buy the equipment.
Difficulties with bureaucracy with legislation/ the government: The bureaucracy in
Spain consumes a lot of time.
Difficulty in finding funding: Limited available sources of finance.

OPORTUNITIES
High interest of users in ICT: Currently there is a need to use computers and other
devices like tablets, phones.
Potential future increase in demand for skilled users in ICT: This opens up the
opportunity for people to learn in technology.
Improve confidence: It will improve e-users’ confidence.
Market development: It’s a fast evolving market.
It helps people to integrate with society: Increase equality amongst people with new
technologies.
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THREATS
Initial uncertainty of uptake/demand: The studies of this market don’t assure a
demand.
Risk of potential competition in the future: It’s a sector with a constant supply of
potential customers.
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STAGE 3: MARKETING RESEARCH
We’ve prepared a survey with an expert, and we’ve selected three articles that talk
about the need for ICT and the opportunities it creates.

SURVEY
1. Do you feel there is a real need for the use of ICT in society? Why?
Yes, this world is changing. Today it is necessary to know about new technologies, and
take advantage of this unique opportunity. As it is used almost any job, in education,
business, information, bureaucratic paperwork, etc ..
2. What sector of society do you think this most concerns?
Currently since people can remember, they have being using in everyday life new
technologies. So I think that it affects the vast majority of society. With minimal and
very specific exceptions.
3. Does a generational gap exist?
Yes, it does, due to the changing world in which we live and how fast it has happened .
4. Exists a real interest that answers the needs?
Yes, the users are looking for a getting of good profit of the ICT.

5. What kind of teaching is the most requested in the industry?
Currently the most requested teaching is providing skills to improve CVs, finding a job
easier. But we believe that there is a large sector that would be interested in basic
Internet usage, which is very important nowadays.
6. Do you have different educational packages? What are your prices?
Yes, you always need to have several packages, because of the different people and
interests.
The prices depends on the courses, currently we have a lot of courses. There are free
courses which are payed by the government and the most expensive is 25000€ but It’s
a specific master. Usually people spend about 2000€.
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7. Could you tell us the average duration of their courses?
Depends on the course. Our range of courses are flexible, and we offer intensive
courses from 15 days to 3 months, depending on the level. As well as courses
equivalent to one school year.
8. Are you satisfied with the response of the students? What about the students, are
they satisfied?
Yes, satisfaction is mutual, as the student receives appropriate training to their needs
and the centre receives benefits from the success of their work.
9. Is it possible to maintain a teaching center and take profit?
Actually, it is not easy. You need very strict management, continuous market research,
and provide what the market demands. In our industry, a market that is constantly
changing.
10. Nowadays some companies are increasing their annual turnover, despite the
economic recession. What is the current annual turnover in the sector?
Due to the “Instituto Nacional de Estadística” the current anual turnover in the ICT
sector is 167 billion €
(Source:
http://www.ine.es/ss/Satellite?blobcol=urldata&blobheader=application%2Fpdf&blob
headername1=ContentDisposition&blobheadervalue1=attachment%3B+filename%3Ddoc_5_2012.pdf&blobk
ey=urldata&blobtable=MungoBlobs&blobwhere=404%2F512%2Fdoc_5_2012%2C2.pdf
&ssbinary=true on 11/12/13)

ARTICLE #1.

This article talks about the digital gap. It talks about how important is “bridging the
gap”.
“Bridging the Gap: The idea that some information and communication technologies
are vital to quality civic life is not new. Some suggest that the Internet and other ICTs
are somehow transforming society, improving our mutual understanding, eliminating
power differentials, realizing a truly free and democratic world society, and other
benefits.
In many countries, access to the telephone system is considered such a vital element
that governments implement various policies to offer affordable telephone service.
Unfortunately some countries lack sufficient telephone lines. Literacy is arguably
another such element, although it is not related to any new technologies or latest
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technological devices. It is a very widely shared view in many societies that being
literate is essential to one's career, to self-guided learning, to political participation,
and to Internet usage.”
(source: http://www.internetworldstats.com/links10.htm on 06/11/13)

ARTICLE#2.

This fragment of the article talks about the different types of European Internet users.
“Understanding the new digital divide
—
A typology of Internet users in Europe

[…One of the most comprehensive studies with regard to Internet user types
conducted in the European context is by Ortega Egea et al. (2007), which used a
representative questionnaire dataset from European countries (EU15) for the purpose
of international comparison. Data were gathered in November 2002, and a cluster
analysis identiﬁed the following ﬁve types of European Internet users:

(1) Laggards
(16%)
—
Occasional and infrequent use of Internet services and no use of eGovernment
services. Laggards rarely use the Internet for private purposes. Most Laggards were
found in Germany, France, and Ireland.

(2)Confused and adverse
(2%)
—
High variability, but generally low usage of Internet. This user type shows confusion
about Internet services. This category rarely uses the Internet for private purposes or
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for contacting authorities, and they are mainly found in the United Kingdom and
Austria.

(3)Advanced Users
(16%)
—
Frequent use of eGovernment services, not only for administrative tasks (e.g.,to search
for administrative information, to ﬁll out forms, or to carry out administrative
transactions) but also for other purposes. Advanced Users are the most frequent
online shoppers. Countries with most Advanced Users were the UK, Holland, and the
Nordic countries.(4)

Followers
(19%)
—
Use the Internet quite frequently but not on a daily basis. Followers use eGov-services,
although not as frequently as Advanced Users and do not shop online. Most Followers
were found in Holland and Denmark.(5)
Non-Internet Users
(44%)
—
The largest group in the sample is characterized by non-usage of the Internet.
Countries with a majority of Non-Internet Users were in the southern part of Europe,
such as Spain, Greece, Portugal, and Italy…]”

(Source:http://www.academia.edu/906637/Understanding_the_new_digital_divideA_typology_of_Internet_users_in_Europe, on 06/11/13)
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ARTICLE#3
This article talks about how to boost the European economy using the potential of
internet.
“Across the digital divide
By Ian Wishart - 26.01.2012 / 04:50 CET

The EU is struggling to realize the potential of the internet to boost the European
economy.
The European Council will next week be looking for ways to deliver jobs and growth to
the ailing European economy. One much talked-about route, which has yet to deliver
on its potential, is the development of a digital single market.
In theory, an electronic single market would open up myriad opportunities for
businesses to supply goods and services – whether to other businesses or to retail
customers – that they cannot currently reach.
The European Commission published a fortnight ago (13 January) an action plan for a
digital single market that sets an objective of doubling the internet's share of retail
sales by 2015, from the current paltry level of 3.4%. Another aim is to double the
internet's contribution to the European Union's gross domestic product (GDP).
“In the difficult circumstances facing Europe we must seize every source of activity and
new jobs as a matter of urgency,” said Michel Barnier, the European commissioner for
the internal market and services. He was one of three commissioners at the launch –
accompanied by Neelie Kroes, the European commissioner for the digital agenda, and
John Dalli, the European commissioner for consumer policy – reflecting the breadth of
issues that are involved in constructing a digital single market. The action plan was
accompanied at its publication by two significant annexes. One is a review of the ecommerce directive, which dates from 2000. The other is, at its core, a survey of
attitudes to doing business online.
Commission research suggests that one in five people shopping online in the EU had
experienced problems and that consumer reluctance was seriously holding back
growth in the sector. Almost half of all consumers questioned said that they were wary
about undertaking cross-border transactions because of worries about delivery. They
said that uncertainty about remedies if the item was not delivered or was damaged in
transit was deterring them from online purchasing.
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Even in countries where broadband internet is widely available and reliable postal
deliveries and secure methods of payment exist, shoppers are reluctant to make
purchases online across borders.
Removing obstacles
Businesses are demanding urgent action. According to a study conducted by Accenture
for the European Retail Round Table (ERRT), released on 17 January, retailers believe
the EU's diverse laws and regulations are obstructive. A quarter of them believed that,
if they could sell more effectively online, revenues could be increased by 25%.
“The faster any obstacles can be removed, the sooner retailers will be able to boost
the digital single market and bring added benefits to European consumers,” said Dick
Boer, president of the ERRT. He suggested an ‘e-commerce test' for a targeted set of
European legislation and for all new relevant proposals.
Boer cited specific policies that he believed could be improved, including the
treatment of electronic waste, contract law, consumer rights and labelling legislation,
which are implemented differently in member states. “The differences in these
national regulations become a real handicap and create uncertainty when a retailer
sets up a cross-border e-commerce operation,” he said.
The plan also includes initiatives aimed at ensuring that high-speed internet reaches as
many people as possible. According to the Commission, an investment in infrastructure
of €180 billion-€270bn, which it says cannot be met by traditional telecom providers
alone, is needed to modernize the internet infrastructure in Europe. Commission
officials say the mix of public and private funds, the use of new financial instruments
and the adoption of new investment models will provide new opportunities for
investment.”
(source:http://www.europeanvoice.com/article/imported/across-the-digitaldivide/73343.aspx, on 06/11/13)
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STAGE 4: MARKETING PLAN
STRATEGIC MARKETING
The objective of our business in the medium term is to have a high number of clients.
Which will provide us a strong platform from which to develop and make profit. We
want our centre to be the best in the market.
We are going to make the best offer in computer education.
We will give the best offer to catch the attention and interest of clients from across
Valencia and beyond.

MARKETING PLAN
Here we have to develop our budget to fit the objective. First of all, we must to divide
into three years:
-In the first year, when we will establish our business, we will need a good number of
clients to balance the accounts.
-In the second year, we will expand our market to balance the income and
expenditure.
-In the third year, we develop a good marketing strategy to help make profit.

Product:
Our product is a service of computer education, divided into different levels.
-A basic service:
We will offer different computer educational packages for different people. This
depends of the level of each person. These are some of them:
-Internet usage and computer training for over 50s: you'll need basic computer
skills to make the most of internet, this course will help you to get started in only 20
days. Price: 120 €.
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-Basic MS office 2010. Level 1 which includes an overview of MS office 2010. And Level
2 which includes Excel and Access. Course duration is about 4 months. This course will
help you to pick up basic computer skills. Price: 500€
-Advanced MS office 2010. Advanced MS office aims to provide students with
advanced office management, data processing, analysis & presentation skills. Course
duration is about 6 months. This course will help you people with basic knowledge of
MS office to improve and enchase their skills. Price: 800€
-Some courses are offered as “Training Express”. Like “Learn how to buy on the
Internet”, “Learn to use the social media”, “Learn the secrets of your mobile: Android
usage”, “Learn to use google and other search engines”, etc… Course duration is about
2 weeks. Price: from 75€ up to 100€
( Classes are typically held 2 hours a day/3 days a week. ).

Place:
We have chosen Benimaclet (a suburb of Valencia), because it is a place in Valencia
where you can find cheap business premises it is also one of the main student areas of
the city.
Moreover, the premises are located in the square of Benimaclet, here is a high footfall.

Rental Price on “Milanuncios web page”: 490 € per month.
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Table 1. Annual rent.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

Year 1
490€ + 490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
6370€

Source: Own resource.

Image 1. Bitconnect location.

Source: Own resource.
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Year 2
490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
5880€

Year 3
490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
490€
5880€
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Image 2. Street view.

Image 3. Street view
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Image 4. Interior view.

Image 5. Interior view.

http://www.milanuncios.com/alquiler-de-localescomerciales-en-valencia-valencia/benimaclet-95605443.htm)
(Source
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Price:
Our price, after studying the competition, will be at the current market rate:
-9€ per hour.
-120€ for three weeks.
-150€ for a month.

Promotion:
We will have two important promotions for the client.
The first promotion is the “Student Package”. The people who have stayed since
September until March can enjoy a discount with two months out of the six month,
they will only pay for four months.
"Enjoy the Christmas with all December for half price and enjoy the Fallas with all
March for half price". 1050€ to 900€, you save 150€.
The second promotion is the "Spring Package". The people who have stayed since
April until July can enjoy a the discount of one month free. 600€ to 450€.
Merchandising
We are going to prepare some items with our brand:

-Memory USB storage. 60 units

x 5.95 €= 357 €

(source viewed on 2/12/13: http://www.pccomponentes.com/ )
-Stickers. Total price: 200 units

77.29 €

(source viewed on 2/12/13 :http://www.pixartprinting.es/formatopequeno/impresion-etiquetas/stickers-adhesivos/ )
-Free demonstrations. Estimation cost about

80 €

We are going to give a promotional gift, phone number and address for those people
who came to our demonstration.
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Publicity
We will publicise our products and services will be through brochures distributed by
mail, press, social media and radio.
-We are going to give out flyers in and around the area of Benimaclet.
(source: viewed on 2/12/13
http://www.vistaprint.es/vp/ns/default.aspx?GP=12%2f17%2f2013+11%3a51%3a16+A
M&GPS=3051704045&GNF=1)
-We are going to publish and advertisement in the local press. A quarter of a page for
three months.
(source: viewed on 2/12/13
http://www.oblicua.es/tarifas_publicidad/Publicidad_Prensa_El_Pais.pdf)
-We are going to prepare a radio advert, about 15 seconds, 4 times at day, during 2
months. Where will release new special deals.
-We are going to prepare an attractive billboard in Benimaclet.
(source: viewed on 3/12/13 http://www.oblicua.es/publicidad-exterior/vallaspublicitarias.htm)
-We are going to record some videos with computer advice on Youtube.
-Our last and potentially most important strategy is word-of-mouth or viral marketing.
Table 2. Promotion expenses.
1st. Year.
Memory USB with 357€
brand
Funny stickers with 77.29€
brand
Free demostrations 80€
Radio wedge
90€
Billboard
450€
Flyers
51,48 €
Advertisment
600€
TOTAL
1705.77€
Source: Own resource.
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2nd.Year.
60€

3rd. Year.
357€

-

-

80€
90€
450€
-

80€
90€
51.48€

680€

578.48€
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Sales Forecast
“Sales forecasting is a self-assessment tool for a company. You have to keep taking the
pulse of your company to know how healthy it is. A sales forecast reports, graphs and
analyzes the pulse of your business. It can make the difference between just surviving
and being highly successful in business. It is a vital cornerstone of a company's budget.
The future direction of the company may rest on the accuracy of your sales
forecasting.”
(Source
viewed
on
22/11/2013:
interactive.com/inbusiness/editorial/sales/ibt/sales_fo.html#2 )

http://www.va-

To estimate annual sales, we will distinguish two types of customers: regular and
occasional.
Regular customer: We expect an average of regular customers between 30 and 40
students at month. The average monthly spend of the customer monthly will be about
150 €. We expect an increase of 10% during second year and 15% during the third
year.
Occasional customer: We expect an average of 4-6 occasional students a day. And the
average daily spend of the occasional student will be about 12 €.
Table 3. Sales of regular customers.
st

nd

rd

CUSTOMER

SALES

MONTH
SALES

1 .YEAR
SALES

2 .YEAR
SALES

3 .YEAR
SALES

REGULAR

66’66%

6000 €

66000€

72600

75900

Source: Own resource.

Table 4. Sales of occasional customers.
st

nd

rd

CUSTOMER

SALES

MONTH
SALES

1 .YEAR
SALES

2 .YEAR
SALES

3 .YEAR
SALES

OCCASIONAL

10’66%

960 €

10560

11616

12144

MONTH
SALES

1 .YEAR
SALES

2 .YEAR
SALES

3 .YEAR
SALES

6960 €

76560€

84216€

88042€

Source: Own resource.

Table 5. Total sales.
CUSTOMER

SALES

TOTAL
SALES

st

nd

rd

Source: Own resource.
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STAGE 5: LEGAL FORM
There are a range of legal structures associated with different forms of business.
We’ve chosen “Sociedad Limitada Nueva Empresa”.
Description
This is a type of “Sociedad Limitada Nueva Empresa”:

Table 6. S.L.N.E. Description
Number of
Partners

Responsibility

Capital

Direct taxation

Maximum 5

Limited to the capital
contributed

Minimum 3.012 €
Maximum 120.202 €

Corporate
Business Tax

Source: Own resource.

Characteristics
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•

The capital shall be divided into equity interests and liability to third parties is
limited to the amount of capital contributed.

•

The maximum number of partners at the moment of formation is limited to 5,
and these must be individuals. A New Enterprise Limited Company can be
incorporated with just one shareholder.

•

The number of partners can increase by transferring equity interests. If these
equity interests are transferred to legal entities, they must be passed onto
individuals within a period of three months.

•

It has an open-ended corporate purpose to permit greater flexibility when
conducting business activities without the need to modify the company's
articles of association.

•

The company's name shall be composed of the surnames and forename of one
of the partners plus a unique alphanumeric code (ID-CIRCE) and the words
"New Business Limited Company" or the abbreviation "S.L.N.E."

•

Some guideline Articles of Association may be used to reduce notary and
registrar times to approximately 48 hours.

•

The company can be incorporated in two ways: on-line and in person.

•

The companies governing structures are the General Shareholders Meeting and
an Administrative Structure that can have one or more members.

•

They can continue to operate as a Limited Liability Company when thus agreed
at the Annual Meeting and by modifying the articles of association.
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They can use an accounting model that is adapted to the reality of
microenterprises that complies with the obligations regarding accounting
information and which serves as an administrative tool.

Number of partners
The number of partners can increase by transferring equity interests. If these equity
interests are transferred to legal entities, they must be passed onto individuals within
a period of three months.
Advantages
•

The procedures related to setting up the company and then getting it
underway can be carried out on-line, which means it is not necessary for the
entrepreneur to go back and forth, thus saving him/her considerable time and
money. These procedures are carried out using a Single Electronic Document
(Documento Único Electrónico - DUE).

•

It is also possible to set up the company in person, and count on the same
response times from the notaries and registrars (48 hours), provided the
entrepreneur opts to use guideline articles of association for his/her company.

•

It has an open-ended corporate purpose to permit greater flexibility when
conducting business activities without the need to modify the company's
articles of association. Nevertheless, partners have the option of establishing
one single activity, if they so choose.

•

It is a special type of company name that includes a alphanumeric code (IDCIRCE), which means it can be obtained in 24 hours.

•

It is not necessary to keep the book of shareholders because of the reduced
number of people involved.

•

There are tax measures to help companies get through the first years of
business.

•

There are considerable administrative facilities to continue activity as a Limited
Liability company.

Responsibility
Limited to the capital contributed
Capital
The minimum capital, which must be paid in full at the time of formation is 3,012 Euro,
and the maximum amount is 120,202 euros.
Direct taxation
Corporate Business Tax
Viewed on 29/11/2013 http://www.ipyme.org/enUS/CreacionEmpresas/FormasJuridicas/Paginas/FormasJuridicas.aspx
http://portal.circe.es/esES/emprendedor/SLNE/Paginas/SociedadLtdaNuevaEmpresa.aspx
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E-Inclusion, S.L.N.E.
We, as partners will contribute at share capital of our company with 6000€ each one.
Also, one of the partners will contribute with a car, OPEL ASTRA, valued at 4500€.
Principally, we use it as a lift equipment to free demonstrations for the public in the
street.
START UP EXPENSES (CONSTITUTION EXPENSE)
Table 7. Start up expenses (Constituion expense)
Notario
Registro Mercantil Central
Registro Mercantil Provincial
ITPAJD (1.5%)

233.07€
13.94€
132.63€
247.50€ (16500*0.015)
627.14€

Source: Own resource

STAGE 6
Investment planning is the process of matching your financial goals and objectives with
your investment resources.

6.1. INVESTMENT PLAN/BUDGET
We will prepare 2 class rooms.
Classroom: projectorx2, screenx2, whiteboardx2, table x2 professor, chair professor
x2, x20 student chair, bookcase x2, x20 2 classroom computers, tablets x10, internet
server, electrical installation.
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25.00€
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Table 8. Chart of accounts.
(216.01) Furniture
(216.02) Furniture
(216.03) Furniture
(216.04) Furniture

223.98 x2
95.80 x2
25.00 x40
105.00 x2

(217.01) Information
technology equipment
(217.02) Information
technology equipment
(217.03) Information
technology equipment
(217.04) Information
technology equipment
(217.05) Information
technology equipment

213.74 x2

447.96€
191.60€
1000.00€
210.00€
1849.56€
427.48€

45.99 x2

91.98€

29.99 x2

59.98€

499.00 x20

9980.00€

85.95 x10

859.50€
11418.94€
13268.50€

Total
Source: Own resource.

6.2. AMORTIZATION/REPAYMENT PLAN

Table 9. Repayment table.
1st. Year
924.78€

2nd. Year
1849.56€

3rd. Year
0€

7612.62€

11418.94€

4730.99€

3806.31€

1st. Year
924.78€

2nd. Year
1849.56€

3rd. Year
0€

3806.31€

7612.62€

11418.94€

4731.09€

9462.18€

11418.94€

Furniture
Information
technology
3806.31€
equipment
Total
4731.09
Source: Own resource.
Table 10. Repayment acc.

Furniture
Information
technology
equipment
Total
Source: Own resource.

6.3. FINANCIAL PLAN
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We estimate that we will need a total of 15000€ investment in our business. After
searching some financial institutions we decided to go with “Banco Popular”. They
offer us a loan with an interest rate of 7%.
Table 11. Financial table.
1st. Year
Fee
3000.00€
Repayment 4050.00€
Interest 7% 1050.00€
Source: Own resource.
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2nd. Year
3000.00€
3766.50€
766.50€

3rd. Year
3000.00€
3502.84€
502.84€

4th. Year
3000.00€
3257.64€
257.64€

5th. Year
3000.00€
3029.61€
29.31€

Total
15000.00€
17606.59€
2606.59€
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STAGE 7. CHART OF ACCOUNTS
Table 11. External services.
1st Year
80

2nd Year
80

3rd Year
80

627. Advertising,
publicity and
public relations

1705.77€

680€

578.48€

628. Utilities

1920

1920

1920

629. Other services

612

612

612

1st Year
11400

2nd Year
11400

3rd Year
11400

640.02 Salaries and
wages

11400

11400

11400

640.03 Salaries and
wages

11400

11400

11400

642. Social Security
payable by the
company

10225.8

10225.8

10225.8

624. Transport

Source: Own resource.

Table 12. Personnel expenses.

640.01 Salaries and
wages

Source: Own resource.
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STAGE 8. BALANCE SHEET.
PROFIT AND LOSS REPORTS
A profit and loss report, also known as an income statement, is a financial document created
to show an organization's profit or loss for a specific time period. It contains a list of the
organization's total revenues and expenses. The difference between these two amounts
represents the amount of profit or loss. When a profit and loss report is analyzed, you begin
by first understanding the components contained in the financial report.
Table 13. Profit and loss report

ACCOUNTS

2014

2015

2016

76.560,00

84.216,00

88.012,00

76.560,00
-44.425,80
-34.200,00
-10.225,80
-15.575,65
-10.687,77
-156,79
-4.731,09

84.216,00
-44.425,80
-34.200,00
-10.225,80
-13.902,99
-9.172,00

88.012,00
-44.425,80
-34.200,00
-10.225,80
-12.876,79
-9.070,48

-4.730,99

-3.806,31

16.558,55

21.156,22

26.903,10

-1.050,00
-1.050,00

-766,50
-766,50

-502,84
-502,84

A.2) NET FINANCE
INCOME/(EXPENSE)

-1.050,00

-766,50

-502,84

A.3) PROFIT/(LOSS) BEFORE

15.508,55

20.389,72

26.400,26

3.877,14
156,79

5.097,43

6.600,06

A.4) PROFIT/(LOSS) FROM
CONTINUING OPERATIONS

11.788,20

15.292,29

19.800,19

A.5) PROFIT/(LOSS) FOR THE
PERIOD

11.788,20

15.292,29

19.800,19

A) CONTINUING OPERATIONS
1. Revenue
700,701,702,703,704,(706),(708
),(709)
a)
6.
(640),(641),(6450)
a)
(642),(643),(649)
b)
7.
(62)
a)
(631),(634),636,639
b)
(68)
8.

Sales
Personnel expenses
Salaries and wages
Employee benefits expense
Other operating expenses
External services
Taxes
Amortisation and depreciation

A.1) RESULTS FROM
OPERATING ACTIVITIES
13. Finance expenses
(6612),(6613),(6617),(6618),(66 b) Other

(6300)*,6301*,(633),638

. Source: Own resource.
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17. Income tax expense
Incorporation costs compensation 25%
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ASSETS ANALYSIS
Company assets are resources that a company relies on to operate, thrive and expand.
Accounting norms allow a firm to count as assets resources that it owns and those over
which it has future ownership rights.
Table 14. Current and Non-Currents assets.

ACCOUNTS

ASSETS

2014

2015

2016

9.337,41

5.006,32

1.849,56

800,00

1.200,00

0,00

5. Computer software
Accumulated amortisation of
intangible assets

1.200,00

1.200,00

1.200,00

-400,00

-800,00

-1.200,00

II. Property, plant and equipment

8.537,41

3.806,32

1.849,56

-4.731,09

-9.462,18

-11.418,94

13.268,50

13.268,50

13.268,50

20.629,09

34.564,81

51.014,49

20.629,09

34.564,81

51.014,49

20.629,09

34.564,81

51.014,49

29.966,50

39.571,13

52.864,05

A) NON-CURRENT ASSETS
I. Intangible assets

206, (2806), (2906)

210, 211, (2811), (2910),
(2911)
212,213,214,215,216,217
,218,219, (2812),

1. Accumulated amortisation of
tangible assets
2. Technical installations and other
items
(216 Furniture: 1849,56€ & 217
Information technology equipment:
11418,94€)

B) CURRENT ASSETS
VII. Cash and cash equivalents

570,571,572,573,574,575 1. Cash

TOTAL ASSETS (A + B)

Source: Own resource.
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EQUITY AND LIABILITIES ANALYSIS
Liabilities are the company’s obligations that the company must pay. Short-term liabilities
are those obligations owed within a year’s time. Typical short-term liabilities include
accounts payable , accruals, and payments owed on short-term debt within the year. Longterm liabilities usually only include the company’s debt that is not due for more than a year.

Equity is the portion of total assets not financed short or long-term liabilities. By definition, it
is the portion of the company’s assets owned outright by the owners.
Table 15. Equity and liabilities.

ACCOUNTS

EQUITY AND
LIABILITIES
A) EQUITY
A-1) Capital and reserves
without valuation adjustments
I. Capital

100, 101, 102
112, 1141

2014
11.529,65
11.529,65
12.000,00

1. Registered capital

12.000,00

III. Reserves

-470,36

1. Legal and statutory reserves

113,1140,1142,1143,1144,115,
119
2. Other reserves

2015
23.788,20
23.788,20
12.000,00

12.000,00
11.788,20

534,89

2016
39.080,49
39.080,49
12.000,00

12.000,00
27.080,49

2.064,12

-470,36

11.253,31

25.016,37

11.788,20

15.292,29

19.800,19

V. Prior periods’ profit and loss

129

177,178,179
1605,17

5105,520,527
4750,4751,4758, 476,477

VII. Profit/(loss) for the period

B) NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES 10.950,00

7.183,50

3.925,86

II. Non-current payables

10.950,00

7.183,50

3.925,86

1.Bonds and other marketable securities
2. Debt with financial institutions
10.950,00

7.183,50

3.925,86

C) CURRENT LIABILITIES

7.486,85

8.599,43

9.857,70

III. Current payables

3.766,50

3.502,00

3.257,64

2.Finance lease payables

3.766,50

3.502,00

3.257,64

V. Trade and other payables

3.720,35

5.097,43

6.600,06

6. Current tax liabilities

3.720,35

5.097,43

6.600,06

29.966,50

39.571,13

52.864,05

TOTAL EQUITY AND

Source: Own resource.
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STAGE 9. FINANCIAL RATIO ANALYSIS
Table 16. Financial ratio analysis.
2014

2015

2016

Solvency ratio

2.75

4.02

5.17

ROA ratio

0.52

0.515

0.50

Source: Own resource.

Solvency ratio
The Solvency ratio reports the ability of the company to front its current assets to current
payment obligations.
In the next three years exceeds the value of 2, so we should invest available to increase
profitability.
ROA ratio
The ROA ratio is an indicator of how profitable a company is relative to its total assets. ROA
gives an idea as to how efficient management is at using its assets to generate earnings.
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